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From Your Guy’s Perspective: 
Why It’s   To Not Need Him To Change His Facebook 

Status Or Push To Be Introduced As His Girlfriend To His 
Family Or Friends

Let’s delve into your guy’s mind and his perspective on this topic.

In the Law of Romance, there is a connection of energy between the two of you.

Even when you don’t say your desire, he picks up this energy.

You, wanting him to do something, energywise, feels like pressure.

In his world, he pretty much needs to be the initiator of all things between the  

two of you:

• his idea for a date

• his idea to call you

• his idea to propose

When it’s your idea to do anything in the land of dating him, and you tell him so, he 

distances. He will listen and be polite and smile and then back up for several days. 

And let’s say that you manage to not speak your desires out loud for his public 

acknowledgement of you as his girlfriend. He can sense your energy even if you 

only think of it. He still feels pressured by you.

As a successful, capable woman you might say, “Hey, that’s not right! That’s  

not fair!”
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And that attitude is relevant for your job. In the workplace you get to state your 

opinions and where you think projects should head. But not in romance.

He’s an alpha male. It’s in his DNA to hunt, conquer, figure out, solve, push, control, 

and lead. You have all of that in your being a mom DNA and have adapted that in 

your workplace.

However, if you try to suggest, demand, threaten  

or lead in romance—he will distance.

Your stated desire of what you need him to do, feels to him like an invisible  

knock-out punch.

Now, I said earlier that You wanting him to do something, energywise, feels like 
pressure.

I know that you don’t want it to come off as pressure, you just want to have signs 

along the way that he’s all in. When you really step back and break it down, yeah, 

it’s pressure.

And he energetically picks it up.

His perspective, standing inside of Boyfriend DNA, is that your suggestion or desire 

is pressure. He’s no dummy.  

You wanting a change in his Facebook Status or for him to introduce you to his 

parents, family, or friends, or you wanting a date, or children, or marriage… it all 

adds up to pressure to him signaling a slow drip of…

… HIS FAILURE.

He feels that he’s failing you. He can’t please you—which is a Boyfriend Brain’s 

number one priority—if you are popping up with suggestions of things he’s 

forgotten and telling him how much you desire them.

That’s his way in relationship land. Don’t argue with it. Accept it... if you want him 

and romance.

If you do accept it—that he wants to lead and move on his time table—your energy 

towards him can then remain loving.
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So you have to reverse those thruster jets internally that are in scud missile launch 

mode of what he’s not doing right according to you.  

If you can have in romance, a Netflix chill night mode in regards to what he is or 

isn’t announcing out there in society, he’ll think you’re a catch.

Then, you up your Boyfriend Appeal!!

 

Enjoy,

Christine Rich Hanson

P.S. I also know the pain of being in the dilemma of whether or not your guy is ever 

going to come through and announce to the world that you exist.

You might be wondering if my advice above is for a “normal” relationship where you 

just get a little ahead of yourself with excitement and can back it down.

But what if you have a gut feeling that the relationship has been going on too long 

and there should have been something more by now?  

Maybe you vacillate between thinking he’s not interested enough or—you need to 

change something yourself so that he thinks of you differently. Thinks of you in his 

Boyfriend Brain.

And it occurs to you that you just really want to check it out with me as to what  

I think.

In other words, do I get that he’s not interested or that there is something you can 

do to up your Boyfriend Appeal right now to get him to want to share you with the 

world?

In those cases, let me have you click here on this link to read more and see how 

this would be of benefit to you:  First-Time Coaching
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